• **Welcome and Review of Advisory Group Charge**
  - Require a clear and direct proposal for the ‘super-block’ (Design Area H – sub-areas 71, 72, and 73)
  - Needs to include a series of workable scenarios for pathways back to campus and out to rest of ECA

• **Summary of East Campus Policy for General Institutional Sub-areas 71-73 (CS)**
  To be added to ECRH website
  - Maximum available densities and minimum open space requirements, institutional uses, height limitations and parking requirements.
  - Assume connections, pedestrian traffic from sub-areas 74, 75
  - Structured parking allowed only in Institutional sub-areas, but not necessarily NE corner of superblock.
  - Traffic on 15th, 17th and Agate not equal to Moss St.

• **Review of Open-Space Framework Definition (CT)**
  Designated Open Spaces and Pathways (maps from Campus Plan)
  *Campus Plan Policy 2 (handout)*
  - Open space is a shared, public space with boundaries, created by the building edge and designated as a no build zone.
  - Axis is primarily pedestrian or vehicular focus.
  - Use existing circulation patterns to define pathways, getting from point A to B, to define an open space.
  - Advisory Group has opportunity to further refine the existing open space of East Campus (ex: courtyard /enclosed front yard feel of Glenn Starlin Courtyard) and develop new open-space framework unique to the vital interconnectedness of East Campus (ex: open space shapes may not be similar to those on campus).

• **Charrette Goals and Discussion**
  - Send series of policies developed by advisory group to hired design team (interviews March 13) and have another charrette with them.
  - Bring the policies to Campus Planning Committee spring term

  **Museum of Natural and Cultural History**
  - Phase II, primarily research, requires an additional footprint south and east of Phase I, which cannot support 2 floors. Fundraising push to require 2 floors on Phase II.
  - CPC notes suggest considering rerouting pedestrians through Glenn Starlin Courtyard and along Longhouse, primary entrance off of 15th and adding a second floor to design.

  **Pathways to/from Campus**
  - Consider EmX stations that straddle Arena and how to facilitate pedestrian traffic from Franklin to East Campus
  - Key pedestrian pathways to campus at 15th and 17th and problematic but major crossing at Humpy Lumpy should be maintained
  - 15th is great pedestrian street but MNCH is barely at 10’ setback
- Possible pedestrian connection E-W along edge of proposed Law addition connecting the two childcare centers
- Possible continuation of Columbia path N-S to east side of MNCH
- Possible to set MNCH Phase II further back, or addition only on south side and a wider pedestrian way on south/north side of 15th will enforce mass transit connection and connection from Arena to Hayward

**Service Zones**
- From Columbia: housing taking advantage of current service access; semi-trucks turn around, crossing the East Campus Green (east of Law), similarities to Johnson Lane
- From Moss St: semi-trucks on pedestrian-like/green street, circular drive along eastern edge of superblock with minimal impact to site
- Food zones tend to be towards the center of campus, but Hamilton remodel requires ECRH to be primary food service for 10 years. Service needs are unknown for future buildings on Sub-area 72.

**Open Spaces and Buildings Locations**
- East Campus Green (east of Law) seems to stop at Columbia due to street and feels like owned by Law because on edge of campus
- Infill to edge of Law building and continue open space across Columbia and define by RH building with similar arms to Law to create a quadrangle (E-W) bisected with other paths. RH will frame open space and engage an academic building as a true living-learning environment.
- Use topography step down at edge of East Campus Green to our advantage
- Importance of south facing open space for RH
- RH massing at center of Sub-area 72 with smaller buildings to N/S
- Maintain basketball courts and build set of bleachers to the south creating a service zone north of RH massing and open space along 15th
- Question of rotating basketball courts 90 degrees to create building edge on 15th

**Key Issues**

**Pathways**
- Moss to Agate (E-W) not along perimeter of site (ex: Law Center parking lot)
- Onto 15th between MNCH and RH with potential to cut across Bean
- Reinforce 15th as pedestrian way, spacious boulevard
- Pedestrian movement from EmX nodes at Walnut and Agate
- Pedestrian path back to campus across Agate at 15th, 17th and Humpy Lumpy

**Open Spaces**
- Create a natural extension of East Campus Green and increase shared public space concept
- Increase shared public space concept to Glenn Starlin Courtyard
- Respond to and reinforce existing open space to enhance the campus feeling

**ACTIONS**
- Review the East Campus Open Space Framework (handout) as a conceptual plan to help guide the efforts of this advisory group.
- Post the Summary of East Campus Policy for General Institutional Sub-areas 71-73 board to the ECRH webpage
- Differentiate the green tiles representing the minimum designated open spaces in Sub-areas 71-73

**Next Meeting**
Tuesday, March 3 from 10:00-11:30 EMU, Rogue Room